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Summary y 

Inn this thesis the combination of multivariate analysis (MVA ) or chemomet-
ricss and two-dimensional comprehensive gas chromatography (GCXGC) is 
described.. The sheer complexity of the two-dimensional chromatograms 
(chroma2grams)) is the most important incentive for pursuing this combina-
tion.. The titl e of the thesis is 'Chromametrics', which is a contraction of 
chromatographyy and chemometrics. 

Inn Chapter 1 the combination of chemometrics and chromatography 

iss put in perspective. 

Inn Chapter 2, a classification scheme for applications of (gas) chro-
matographyy is presented. Almost all chromatographic applications can be 
classifiedd into a small number of well-defined categories. 
Thee first identified category is 'Target-compound analyses', in which 
concentrationss of a limited number of pre-identified components is desired. 
Thee second category is identified as 'Group-type analyses'. These appli-
cationss focus on the quantification of groups of components. Often these 
groupss have structural properties in common, such as aromatic rings, double 
bonds,, etc.. 
Thee last identified group of applications is referred to as 'Fingerprinting'. 
Inn such applications, correlations between analytical composition data 
(thee chroma2gram) and product properties are established. Classifying 
(almost)) applications of chromatography into the three aforementioned 
groupss aids the developers on the forefront of technology to judge the merits 
off  new developments. Practical users can use this scheme to decide on 
thee applicability of new developments for their specific application. The 
applicabilityy of this scheme is demonstrated on GCXGC as such and on its 
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combinationn with MVA. Chapters 3 to 6 deal with examples of each of the 
proposedd generic application types. 

Inn Chapter 3 the use of so-called multiway methods, such as parallel-factor 
analysiss (Parafac) and multilinear partial-least-squares (NPLS) is described 
forr the quantification of a limited number of components in complex samples. 
Inn this example, synthetic perfume mixtures are used to demonstrate the 
strengthss of the Chromametrics approach. Compared to integration, which 
iss considered to be a benchmark technique, multiway methods perform 
onlyy slightly worse with respect to accuracy and precision. With respect to 
speed,, multiway methods are far superior to integration. 

Chapterr 4 describes chemometric tools for group-type analysis by 
GCXGC.. In this application, the total levels of component groups with 
identicall  structural characteristics. Generic data-handling steps for obtain-
ingg a good chroma2gram are described. In addition, tools for enhancing 
thee visualization (e.g. baseline correction and splining) are described. A 
possiblee group-wise integration strategy is described. Branched alcohols 
aree used to illustrate this approach. A route towards the elimination of 
retention-timee shifts in this type of applications is also described. 

Inn Chapter 5 an alignment technique for two-dimensional separation 
techniquess is demonstrated. This approach uses a second-order polynomial 
transformationn profile to align the entire chroma2gram. Such comprehensive 
alignmentt techniques are essential when highly detailed chroma2grams are 
combinedd with chemometric techniques in fingerprinting applications. The 
applicabilityy of the alignment technique is demonstrated for GCXGC with 
flame-ionizationflame-ionization detection (FID) as well as for GCXGC coupled with time-
of-flightt mass spectrometry. Multivariate techniques (principal-component 
analysiss (PCA) and Parafac) are used to assess the quality of the alignment. 
Alternatively,, Parafac2 is used as a way to deal with retention-time shifts 
withinn the multivariate method without the need for prior alignment. 

Inn Chapter 6, the use of GCXGC data for the classification of crude 
oilss is described. Variable-selection techniques were required to discriminate 
betweenn 'informative' and 'non-informative' data. Both supervised and 
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unsupervisedd classification techniques were used to detect an outlier in 
thee samples. The samples were successfully classified according to their 
reservoirr origin. 
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